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Background:  CARD-containing proteins participate in immune responses, inflammation and 
apoptosis. 

Results:  CARD-derived polypeptides displayed selective inhibition on apoptosome activation of 
procaspase-9 and/or on inflammasome activation of procaspase-1. 

Conclusion:  Peptides from the CARD domains of CARD-containing proteins are useful tools to 
analyze the role of the CARD domain in signaling. 

Significance: CARD-CARD interactions represent targets for inhibition to understand cellular 
function and pathology.   
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The CARD (caspase recruitment domain) 
domain is present in a large number of 
proteins.  Initially the CARD domain was 
recognized as part of the caspase activation 
machinery.  CARD-CARD interactions 
play a role in apoptosis and are responsible 
for the Apaf-1 mediated activation of 
procaspase-9 in the apoptosome.  CARD-
containing proteins mediate the 
inflammasome-dependent activation of 
pro-inflammatory caspase-1.  More 
recently new roles for CARD-containing 
proteins have been reported in signaling 
pathways associated with immune 
responses.  The functional role of CARD-
containing proteins and CARD domains in 
coordinating apoptosis, inflammatory and 
immune responses is not completely 
understood.  We have explored the 
putative crosstalk between apoptosis and 
inflammation by analyzing the modulatory 
activity on both the Apaf-1/procaspase-9 
interaction and the inflammasome-
mediated procaspase-1 activation of 
CARD-derived polypeptides.  To this end 
we analyzed the activity of individual 
recombinant CARD domains, rational 
designed CARD-derived peptides and 
peptides derived from phage display. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Protein–protein interactions and the 
formation of multiprotein complexes in 
signaling pathways are involved in most 
physiological processes.  Proteins often use 
complex interactions to produce a 
sophisticated signaling network that will 
ensure the most appropriate cellular response 
to environmental changes or pathogen 
invasion attempts.  Signaling network 
understanding will facilitate the analysis of 
cellular pathways and their intricate cross-
connectivity.  The unregulated induction of 
signaling complexes and its cellular 
consequences is now an active area of 
research given its pharmaceutical relevance.  
However, it is still unclear how multiple 
signaling pathways interact and how this 
communication is regulated; the postulated 

cross-talk between cell death, innate 
immunity and inflammatory response is of 
particular interest (1-6). 

The formation of apoptotic and 
inflammatory multiprotein complexes 
together with defined signaling episodes in 
innate immunity heavily relies on members of 
the death domain family and particularly on 
the family subclass of the caspase recruitment 
domain (CARD).  The interaction between 
the CARD domain of Apaf-1 (apoptotic 
protease-activating factor) and the CARD 
domain of procaspase-9 (PC9) in the 
mitochondria-mediated apoptotic intrinsic 
pathway is essential for the recruitment of 
PC9 into the apoptosome and its subsequent 
activation (7).  On the other hand, proteins 
like those of the NOD-like receptor (NLR) 
family (in particular NOD-1, NOD-2 and 
NLRP-1) act as intracellular scrutiny devices 
and signaling initiators to face microbial 
aggressions (8).  The NLR proteins utilize the 
CARD domain for binding to downstream 
signaling molecules through CARD-CARD 
interactions in order to ultimately initiate the 
innate immune and inflammatory responses 
(9,10).  As a general organization, the CARD 
module is characterized by a Greek key of six 
antiparallel amphipathic closely packed α-
helices (11-13).  However, primary sequence 
alignments reveal a very low sequence 
identity (<20%) emphasizing that some 
critical conserved residues could mediate 
initial CARD-CARD electrostatic interactions 
and that the surrounding residues in this 
region would define the specificity of CARD-
CARD interactions (8,12).  Such interactions 
therefore represent challenging targets for 
inhibition, not only to understand their 
function but also in pathology.  The main 
issue ahead is to achieve a high degree of 
specificity within such a complex and large 
number of CARD proteins and to target 
protein-protein interactions which are not yet 
well characterized.  Accordingly, if the 
CARD-CARD interaction was suppressed 
pharmacologically, the downstream signaling 
would be interrupted and allow a chance to 
control the progression of the process.  In this 
sense, small molecule inhibitors of the 
apoptosome formation have been described to 
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inhibit mitochondria-mediated apoptosis (14-
17).  Less information has been released on 
the pharmacological modulation of CARD-
CARD mediated protein-protein interactions 
which mediate innate immunity and 
inflammation, probably due to the intrinsic 
complexity of the protein complexes.  Hence 
it is difficult to define a chemical biology-
based approach to explore a putative cross-
connection between the biological processes 
implying CARD-CARD interactions.  
Proteins involved in signal transduction 
utilize adaptor domains to modulate protein-
protein interactions during the formation of 
multiprotein signaling complexes.  When 
these domains are overexpressed in defined 
cells, they behave like dominant negative 
inhibitors of protein-protein interactions (18-
21).  This strategy together with others that 
produce a complete loss-of-function or a null 
phenotype, such as those based on siRNA 
technologies, help to understand the function 
of defined proteins in specific signaling 
pathways (22-24).  However quantitative 
evaluation is difficult with such approaches.  
Protein domains produced as recombinant 
proteins or synthetic peptides derived from 
such domains could define useful analysis 
tools when analyzed in the appropriate in 
vitro assays.  Therefore, the still unexplored 
design and evaluation of polypeptides defined 
as short protein domains and synthetic 
peptides targeting CARD-CARD interactions 
could provide a first level of ground 
information in this direction.  We have 
therefore adopted an integrated strategy to 
define polypeptides modulators of a 
representative CARD-CARD-mediated 
protein interaction by first producing 
individual CARD domains in bacteria; 
second, devising a rational approach based on 
the design of peptide mimics of the 
interacting proteins (25), and third, using 
phage display technology (26).  In particular, 
we initially paid attention to the Apaf-1/PC9 
interaction and to the different in vitro 
formats described to analyze this interaction.  
An initial attempt to explore the putative 
crosstalk between apoptosis and 
inflammation was also made by analyzing the 
inflammasome-mediated procaspase-1 (PC1) 

activation in cell extracts.  The results show 
that the CARD domains of Apaf-1, PC9, and 
NLRP-1 and defined CARD-derived peptides 
from both apoptosome-related (Apaf-1 and 
PC9) and –unrelated (NOD-1, NLRP-1 and 
ASC) CARD-containing proteins displayed 
inhibitory activity on the Apaf-1-
mitochondria-dependent intrinsic pathway of 
apoptosis.  However, only the CARD domain 
of NLRP-1 and selected peptides derived 
from the CARD domains of Apaf-1, NOD-1, 
NLRP-1 and ASC showed inhibitory activity 
in PC1 activation. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Peptide synthesis - Peptides were prepared by 
Fmoc-based solid phase synthesis in a 433A 
Applied Biosystems Peptide Synthesizer as 
previously reported (27).  Purification was 
performed in a C18 preparative RP-HPLC 
system up to 95% of peptide purity as 
determined by analytical RP-HPLC.  Identity 
was confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass 
spectroscopy.  A Tyr residue followed by a 
Gly-Gly spacer was incorporated into the N-t 
of those peptides without aromatic amino 
acid in the designed sequence to facilitate 
peptide concentration determination by UV 
spectroscopy.  To obtain the cyclic peptides 
the Cys-containing linear peptides were 
dissolved in HOAc:DMSO:H2O (1:3:16) at 
0.5 mg/mL.  A neutral pH was achieved after 
treatment with ammonium carbonate.  The 
solution was then stirred at room temperature 
for 24 h to allow air oxidation (28). 
Circular dichroism (CD) measurements - CD 
spectra were recorded at 25 ºC on a Jasco J-
810 spectropolarimeter in quartz cells of 0.1 
cm path length.  Peptides were dissolved at 
10 μM in phosphate buffer (50 mM pH 7.0) 
and their ability to adopt a secondary 
conformation was analyzed with a 2,2,2,-
trifluoroethanol (TFE) titration.  Each CD 
spectra were the average of 20 scans 
performed at 1 nm intervals.  CD spectra 
were interpreted with the K2D software 
provided by Dichroweb 
(http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk).  The 
results are expressed as mean molar residue 
ellipticities (deg cm2 dmol-1).  The Apaf-1, 
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PC9 and NLRP1 CARD domains were 
evaluated under similar conditions at 4 µM. 
Proteins and protein domains production - 
Overexpression and purification of His-
tagged Apaf 1-591 and PC9 was developed as 
previously reported (29,30).  Recombinant 
Apaf-1 XL was obtained from a baculovirus 
expression system as previously described 
(14).  

The CARD domains from Apaf-1, PC9, 
NLRP-1, NOD-1 and ASC were cloned into 
pET15b plasmid and expressed in 
Bl21(DE3)pLysS codon+.  Briefly, cells were 
grown at 37°C, and protein expression was 
induced at OD600 0.6 with 0.5 mM of IPTG 
o/n at 30°C.  Bacterial pellets were 
resuspended in lysis buffer (5 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8, 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol), and 
sonicated.  After centrifugation, proteins were 
placed in a BD Talon affinity column and 
recovered in elution buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8, 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 250 mM 
imidazole).  The Apaf-1 CARD protein was 
dialyzed in a 6000-8000 MW membrane 
against the maintenance buffer (20 mM 
Hepes pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl).  NLRP-1 
CARD and PC9 CARD preparations were 
fractionated by anion-exchange 
chromatography (HiTrap Q Sepharose) and 
maintained in the same buffer at pH 11 where 
they remained soluble.  NOD-1 CARD and 
ASC CARD were insoluble proteins under 
our experimental conditions. 
Caspase-9 activation assays (LEHD activity) 
- Activation of PC9 by Apaf-1 1-591 was 
done as described elsewhere (29) with minor 
modifications.  The protein concentrations in 
the assay were 0.5 µM for Apaf-1 1-591 and 
100 nM for PC9 and the reaction was 
performed in the presence of 10 µM ATP.  
Peptides were pre-incubated with Apaf-1 1-
591 for 25 min at RT.  Then 100 µM Ac-
LEHD-afc was added and fluorescent afc 
release was continuously monitored using a 
Victor Wallace 1420 Workstation 
spectrofluorimeter at 30 ºC (λexc=390 nm; 
λem=510 nm). 
In the Na-citrate-dependent PC9 activation, 5 
µM PC9 was pre-activated for 20 min in SC 
buffer (50 mM Na2HPO4, 150 mM NaCl, 
1.5% sucrose, 0.05% CHAPS, 10 mM DTT, 

0.7 M sodium citrate, pH 7.4) at RT.  Once 
preactivated, the complete reaction was 
diluted to 100 nM PC9 in assay buffer 
without Na-Citrate (S buffer) and incubated 
25 min at RT in the presence or absence of 
peptides.  Ac-LEHD-afc substrate was added 
at 40 µM and afc release was monitored at 
25°C as previously described. 
Cell lines and cultures - The human 
embryonic kidney (HEK) 293, human cervix 
adenocarcinoma (HeLa) and the human acute 
monocytic leukemia (THP-1) cell lines were 
obtained from the American Type Culture 
Collection (Rockville, MD).  HEK 293 and 
HeLa were grown in Dulbecco’s modified 
Eagle´s medium supplemented with 10% 
fetal-calf serum (FCS).  THP-1 was cultured 
in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FCS, 
1 mM sodium pyruvate and 50 µM β-
mercaptoethanol.  All the cell lines were 
maintained at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% 
carbon dioxide.  LipofectamineTM 2000 
(Invitrogen) was used according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 
Cell-free caspase activation assays 
(DEVDase activity) - Cytosolic extracts from 
HEK293 were depleted of Apaf-1 as 
previously described (31).  rApaf-1 (20 nM) 
was incubated with either CARD domains or 
peptides for 20 min at 37°C, in 20 mM 
Hepes-KOH pH 7.5, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM 
MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 1mM EGTA, 1 mM 
DTT, 0.1mM PMSF buffer.  After incubation, 
cytosolic extract and dATP were added and 
the mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 30 
min.  Ac-DEVD-afc substrate 20 µM was 
used to measure caspase 3 activity. 
Cell-based caspase activation assay -  HeLa 
cells (2 × 105 cells seeded in 6-well plates) 
were treated with a Lipofectamine-peptide 
(100 μM) mixture for 4 h followed by 
administration of 20 μM cis-
diammineplatinum (II) dichloride (cisplatine, 
CDDP).  Cells were harvested after 24 h and 
cytosolic extracts were obtained as described 
previously (14).  The cell extract was protein-
quantified and 50 µg protein-equivalents of 
cell extract were supplemented with caspase 
assay buffer containing 20 μM Ac-DEVD-afc 
substrate for caspase-3 activity evaluation. 
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Cell-free inflammasome-dependent 
procaspase-1-activating activity -  Extracts 
from THP-1 cells were prepared as 
previously described (32).  Peptides were 
incubated with 25 µg of THP-1 extract for 25 
min at 4°C.  Extract activation was performed 
at 37ºC and continuously monitored in the 
presence of 100 µM of the fluorogenic 
caspase-1 substrate Ac-WEDH-afc. 
Phage-display libraries and screening - The 
peptide libraries, 12, 7-mer, and 7-mer 
cysteine constrained, were purchased from 
New England BioLabs Inc. (Beverly, MA, 
USA).  All the libraries have complexities in 
the order of 109 independent clones; the 
random peptides are fused to a minor coat 
protein (pIII) of the M13 phage and expressed 
at its N-terminus separated by a Gly-Gly-Gly-
Ser spacer.  The 6xHis-tagged Apaf-1 CARD 
domain was used as target protein.  The 
selection procedure was developed as 
previously described (33) with some 
adjustments.  Briefly, for each library a single 
well of Ni-NTA HisSorb plates (Quiagen) 
was coated with the purified protein at 150 
µg/mL (20 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl) 
in the first round, at 75 µg/mL and 37.5 
µg/mL for the second and third rounds 
respectively.  The plate was kept overnight at 
4°C with gentle shaking.  The unbound 
protein was discarded and wells were washed 
6 times with PBS-T (PBS-0.1% Tween 20) 
and blocked with PBS-1% BSA, 1 h at 4°C.  
After five washing steps 10 µL of the 
corresponding library (2 x 1010 plaque-
forming units, p.f.u) diluted in PBST up to 
100 µL per well were added, the plate was 
incubated for 1 h at RT while shaking gently 
to allow phages to bind.  The unbound phages 
were discarded and wells were washed 10 
times with PBS-T at RT.  The bound phages 
were eluted by stirring with 100 µL of 0.1 N 
HCl-glycine, pH 2.2 for 10 min.  The eluted 
solution was immediately neutralized using 2 
M Tris-HCl, pH 9.1.  The eluted phages were 
amplified by infecting the Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) strain ER2738.  The amplified 
phages were precipitated, purified and tittered 
for the next round of panning using a phage 
number of 2 x 1011 pfu.  During the third 
round, the stringency of the wash was 

increased by using 0.5% Tween 20 in the 
wash buffer.  At the end of the third panning 
the eluted phages were used to infect E. coli 
ER2738 to isolate individual clones.  For 
each clone ssDNA was purified and 
sequenced. 
 
RESULTS 

 
Recombinant CARD domains as modulators 
of Apaf-1-dependent PC9 activation -  We 
initially approached the analysis of CARD-
mediated protein-protein interactions using 
the recombinant CARD domains of Apaf-1 
(Apaf-1 CARD), procaspase-9 (PC9 CARD), 
NOD-1 (NOD-1 CARD), ASC (ASC CARD) 
and NLRP-1 (NLRP-1 CARD).  NOD-1 
CARD and ASC CARD precipitated out from 
the solution in the required experimental 
conditions.  The secondary structure of the 
recombinant CARD domains was 
investigated by circular dichroism (CD) 
spectroscopy.  All three Apaf-1 CARD, PC9 
CARD and NLRP-1 CARD domains showed 
the double minima at 207 nm and 220 nm 
which are characteristics of α-helical 
conformation (Fig. 1).  The in vitro activity of 
the CARD-domains modulating the CARD-
CARD-mediated Apaf-1/PC9 interaction was 
investigated in an assay based on the 
reconstitution of a functional apoptosome 
from the recombinant proteins.  The 
apoptosome is a multiprotein complex formed 
upon the release of Cytochrome c (Cyt c) 
from mitochondria when cells activated the 
intrinsic pathway of apoptosis (34,35).  Cyt c 
binds to Apaf-1 and, in the presence of 
ATP/dATP, the complex recruits PC9 to 
proceed with caspase activation.  Apaf-1 
consists in an N-terminal CARD domain, a 
central nucleotide-binding domain (NBD), 
and multiple C-terminal WD40 repeats 
employed to bind to Cyt c.  The last repeats 
are dispensable in apoptosome in vitro 
reconstitution assays (35,36).  Recombinant 
WD40 repeats-depleted Apaf-1 (Apaf-1 1-
591) and recombinant PC9 were produced to 
set up the apoptosome in vitro reconstitution 
assay (29).  Apaf-1 1-591 is able to promote 
the processing and activation of PC9 as 
followed by the release of the fluorophore afc 
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from caspase-9 specific peptide substrate Ac-
LEHD-afc (37).  We tested the ability of the 
recombinant CARD domains to inhibit the 
Apaf-1 1-591-mediated PC9 activation.  PC9 
was incubated in the presence or absence of 
the CARD domains at different 
concentrations for 10 min before the addition 
of Apaf-1 1-591.  After another 10 min 
period, the caspase-9 substrate was added and 
PC9 activity was measured as a function of 
time.  The inhibition percentages of caspase-9 
activity were calculated and used to estimate 
the relative IC50 values (defined as the 
recombinant CARD domain concentration 
required inhibiting 50% of Apaf-1 1-591-
mediated PC9 activation).  The recombinant 
CARD domains of Apaf-1, PC9 and NLRP-1 
exhibited a similar inhibitory activity (Table 
1).  The inhibitory activity of the CARD 
domains was also evaluated in a cell extract-
based assay (see below), which confirmed 
that the CARD domains are capable of 
inhibiting the apoptosome-mediated 
activation of the apoptotic pathway (Table 1). 

In order to gain further knowledge on the 
cross-interactions and the nature of the 
CARD-CARD pathway connections, we 
evaluated the ability of the different CARD 
domains to mediate PC9 activation.  The 
isolated recombinant Apaf-1 CARD has been 
reported to be able to activate PC9 (37,38).  
PC9 was pre-incubated with the different 
CARD domains at increasing concentrations.  
After 10 min of pre-incubation, Ac-LEHD-
afc was added to the media and PC9 activity 
was measured as a function of time.  
Recombinant PC9 showed a basal activity 
(38) as evidenced by the cleavage of the 
fluorogenic substrate and increased 
fluorescence.  This activity was notably 
enhanced in the presence of Apaf-1 CARD 
but not in the presence of PC9 CARD or 
NLRP-1 CARD (Fig. 2). 

 
CARD-derived peptides as modulators of 
Apaf-1-dependent activation of PC9 -  
Peptides generated as copies of protein 
fragments, in particular those sequences that 
participate in protein-protein interactions, 
have been shown to be effective modulators 
of signaling events (39-42).  In order to 

design CARD-derived peptides which could 
modulate CARD-CARD-mediated protein-
protein interactions, we analyzed the primary 
sequence of the CARD domains of Apaf-1, 
PC9, NOD-1, ASC and NLRP-1 (PDB 
accession numbers 3YGS for Apaf-1 and 
PC9; 2NZ7, 2KN6 and 3KAT for NOD-1, 
ASC and NLRP-1, respectively).  Previous 
studies have evidenced the common six helix-
bundle structural organization of CARD 
domains (8,12), especially those selected for 
this study (Fig. 3A).  The multiple sequence 
alignment (Fig. 3B) stands out the strongly 
conserved amino acids among the five 
selected domains.  The CARD domain 
contains a basic and acidic patch on opposite 
sides including critical residues that mediate 
the postulated initial electrostatic interaction 
(13,43).  In Apaf-1 CARD, residues D27, 
E39, E40 and E41 (the one letter code for 
natural amino acids is used) are localized 
within the acidic region and could be the 
equivalent to residues D42, D48, E53, D54 
and E56 in NOD-1 CARD as well as to 
residues D1401, E1411 and E1414 in NLRP-
1.  On the opposite side, the basic and 
concave region of PC9 includes residues R6, 
R7, R10, R13, R52 and R56 (8,13).  To 
accomplish the design, we analyzed the 
CARD-CARD complex described for the 
target Apaf-1/PC9 interaction (13).  Then, the 
peptides derived from helix-2 and -3 of Apaf-
1 CARD were selected (peptides A2.Y24G33 
and A3.F34V43 - Fig. 3B – Table 2).  These 
peptides included some of the above 
mentioned critical residues, such as D27 from 
helix-2 and E39, E40 and E41 from helix-3.  
From counterpart protein PC9, the peptides 
derived from helix-1 and -4 which included 
residues R10, R13 and R52, R56, 
respectively, were then selected (peptides 
C1.L8E17 and C4.R52I60 – Fig. 3B – Table 
2).  In an attempt to further analyze peptides 
derived from the apoptosis unrelated CARD 
domain-containing proteins a similar exercise 
was applied to NOD-1, NLRP-1 and ASC.  
While the CARD-CARD-mediated Apaf-
1/PC9 structure has been solved (13) less is 
known about the CARD-CARD interaction 
which participates in inflammasome 
formation.  Then we explored peptides 
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derived from both the acidic and basic amino 
acid patches of these CARD domains.  From 
the acidic patch, the peptides designed were 
N2.T37D48 (including residues D42 and 
D48) and N3.Y49A60 (containing residues 
E53 and D54) from NOD-1 CARD helix-2 
and -3 respectively; peptide 
Np2.V1398Q1406 containing the residue 
D1401 from the NLRP-1 CARD helix-2; 
peptide As2.N128L136 containing residue 
D134 (helix-2) and As3.D143A151 
containing residues D143 and E144 (helix-3) 
from the ASC CARD.  From the basic patch, 
we synthesized the following peptides: 
N4.Q64V75 (helix-4 – NOD-1 CARD), 
Np1.L1379R1392 (helix-1 – NLRP-1 
CARD), Np4.R1422W1436 (helix-4 – 
NLRP-1 CARD), As1.D116R125 (helix-1 – 
ASC CARD) and As4.N155T166 (helix-4 – 
ASC CARD). 

CD spectroscopy revealed that all the 
designed peptides displayed low helicity in 
solution and that they, thus, predominantly 
exist as a random coil (Table 2).  However, in 
the presence of the α-helix stabilizer 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol (TFE) (44) peptides 
demonstrated helical stabilization (Table 2).  
Therefore the full CARD-derived peptides set 
displayed environment-dependent 
conformational adaptability and was seen to 
be capable of populating the CARD native 
helical conformation beyond the tertiary 
context of the protein domain. 

The in vitro biological activity of the 
peptides was investigated in the functional 
apoptosome assay.  Peptides A2.Y24G33, 
A3.F34V43 and C1.L8E17, C4.R52I60 
derived from the CARD domains of Apaf-1 
and PC9 respectively, exerted a moderate 
inhibitory effect on the enzymatic activity of 
the apoptosome, unlike those peptides 
derived from the acidic patch of the CARD 
domains of NOD-1, NLRP-1 and ASC which 
did not (Table 2).  However all the peptides 
derived from the basic patch from the CARD 
domains of NOD-1, NLRP-1 and ASC, but 
Np4.R1422W1436, which derived from 
helix-4 of NLRP-1 CARD, inhibited 
apoptosome activity (Table 2). 

The in vitro results suggested that the 
peptides derived from the CARD-CARD 

interacting surface of Apaf-1/PC9, and those 
derived from the basic patch of the CARD 
domains of NOD-1, NLRP-1 and ASC, could 
be potential hits as selective inhibitors of 
CARD/CARD-mediated protein-protein 
interactions in the apoptosome.  However in a 
cellular milieu there is a large number of 
proteins and cellular metabolites that could 
compromise the activity of peptides and their 
accessibility to the molecular target.  To 
further explore the efficacy of the peptide hits 
in a cellular environment, their activity was 
initially evaluated in mammalian cellular 
extracts.  Cytosolic extracts from human 
embryonic kidney 293 cells (HEK 293) were 
depleted from endogenous Apaf-1 by 
chromatography (FT fraction- see the 
Experimental Procedures section).  Cellular 
extracts were activated to enter the apoptotic 
pathway by addition of baculovirus produced 
recombinant full length Apaf-1XL and 
incubation with ATP and Cyt c which 
induced caspase-3 activity (14,31).  All the 
peptides that inhibited the in vitro activity of 
recombinant apoptosome, except C4.R52I60, 
inhibited the apoptosome-mediated caspase-3 
activity in cellular extracts (Table 2). 

As explained above, CARD-derived 
peptides were designed and inspired by the 
reported high resolution structure of the 
CARD-CARD-mediated Apaf-1/PC9 
interaction (13,43).  Peptides A2.Y24G33 and 
A3.F34V43 contained those proposed as key 
residues for the interaction and also covered 
most of the Apaf-1 CARD surface defined as 
the Apaf-1 interactive surface with PC9 
CARD.  Similar premises were used for the 
design of PC9 CARD-derived peptides 
C1.L8E17 and C4.R52I60.  Then we 
wondered whether the active peptides would 
show an additive or a synergic effect as 
inhibitors of apoptosome activity.  To this 
end, we evaluated the activity of peptide 
combinations at sub-IC50 concentrations 
(Fig. 4).  Only the Apaf-1 CARD derived 
peptides had a synergic effect, in fact a 
combination of peptide A2.Y24G33 and 
peptide A3.F34V43 at 50 μM each came 
close to a 100% inhibition of the apoptosome-
mediated caspase-3 activity in the cell extract 
assay (Fig. 4A - the expected % of inhibition 
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for a simple additive effect came close to 
25%).  Furthermore the assay output 
confirmed the increased activity of peptide 
A2.Y24G33 in the overall inhibitory activity.  
Actually, when peptides A2.Y24G33 and 
A3.F34V43 were combined at ratios of 1:2 or 
2:1, the later combination displayed increased 
activity.  These results agree with previous 
reported observations from the Apaf-1 
CARD-PC9 CARD interaction analysis (13), 
which highlighted the predominant role of 
Apaf-1 CARD helix-2 over the other helices 
(helices 3 and 5) encompassing the binding 
surface that Apaf-1 CARD offers to PC9 
CARD for a productive interaction to occur.  
Peptide A2.Y24G33 upon binding to PC9 
CARD would induce minor conformational 
changes that facilitated the accessibility of 
other inhibitory peptides.  In contrast, the 
PC9 CARD-derived peptides (C1.L8E17 and 
C4.R52I60) did not show a synergic 
inhibitory effect (Fig. 4B). 

According to the in vitro and cell extract 
results, peptides A2.Y24G33, A3.F34V43, 
C1.L8E17, C4.R52I60, N4.Q64V75, 
Np1.L1379R1392, As1.D116R125 and 
As4.N155T166 inhibited the CARD-
dependent activation of PC9 in the 
apoptosome.  The peptides showed a dose-
dependent activity which allowed the 
determination of IC50 values (Table 2).  It is 
noteworthy that the experimental procedures 
required for an unequivocal determination of 
the type of inhibition exerted were not 
possible given the complexity of the 
apoptosome as macromolecular enzyme.  
Then, in order to corroborate the mechanism 
of action of the peptides we turned out our 
attention to a CARD-independent PC9 
activation procedure.  Recombinant PC9 has 
been described to be activated by high 
concentrations of ‘Hofmeister’ effect-
inducing salts (45,46).  In particular a 0.7 M 
concentration of Na-citrate activates both 
full-length recombinant PC9 and CARD-
depleted recombinant PC9 (45,46).  Peptides 
A2.Y24G33, A3.F34V43, C1.L8E17, 
C4.R52I60, As1.D116R125 and 
As4.N155T166 did not inhibit the Na-citrate-
dependent activation of PC9 (Fig. 5) and 
peptides Np1.L1379R1392 and N4.Q64V75 

displayed partial inhibitory activity in this 
assay.  This result suggests that six of the 
eight peptides identified as apoptosome 
inhibitors are specific to exclusively inhibit 
the CARD-dependent apoptosome activation 
of PC9. 
 
Phage-display screening to identify Apaf-1 
CARD-binding peptides – We also evaluated 
phage-display libraries to identify selective 
binding peptide ligands of the CARD 
domains.  We initially used the Apaf-1 
CARD domain as a target and high diversity 
random libraries (12-mer, 7-mer and 7-mer 
constrained) of around 2x109 different 
peptide sequences fused to a minor coat 
protein III from phage M13.  The selection 
supposed an affinity interaction between the 
target and the peptides through the 
biopanning process.  The recombinant Apaf-1 
CARD domain was fixed to Ni2+ plates in 
order to use the His-tag as an anchoring 
platform which in turn, allowed a setting with 
a uniformly oriented protein.  The most 
enriched selection was obtained from the 12-
mer library.  However, some interesting 
particularities were observed between 
peptides derived from the 7-mer and 7-mer 
constrained libraries.  In a first global 
sequence analysis we were able to identify a 
total of 37 different peptide sequences from 
the three independent screening after three 
rounds of phage population enrichment.  The 
peptide contingent was clustered according to 
sequence characteristics supported by 
analysis with the RELIC (REceptor LIgand 
Contacts) bioinformatics server (47), 
specifically the peptide motif identification 
programs (Motif 1 and Motif 2) and 
information associated with the observation 
of a peptide (Info program) which estimates 
the likelihood of random occurrence of 
sequence, were used.  In order to test specific 
peptide binding to the Apaf-1 CARD domain, 
we performed a phage ELISA assay (48) 
using amplified individual phage clones.  The 
phage-peptide binding to the Apaf-1 CARD 
domain was evaluated through anti-M13 
antibodies.  From the contingent phage-
peptide population, only a few sequences 
interacted with the target with different 
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affinities (results not shown) and a series of 
peptides was selected for chemical synthesis.  
This series included the most reacting linear 
sequences WPTPPYA, ASLRTLTSLLPA, 
NFMESLPRLGMH and AHLELRSNNMYF 
and the constrained sequences cyclo-
CSWFEASYC and cyclo-CLPTLHLLC.  The 
peptides’ biological activity was investigated 
in both the in vitro functional apoptosome 
assay and the mammalian cellular extract-
based assay.  Only the constrained peptide 
cyclo-CSWFEASYC exhibited moderate 
inhibitory activity in the two assays while the 
linear sequence ASLRTLTSLLPA showed 
inhibitory activity in the in vitro assay, but 
not in the cell extract-based assay (Table 3).  
The peptide cyclo-CSWFEASYC did not 
inhibit the Na-citrate-dependent activation of 
PC9 (results not shown). 
 
Biological activity of CARD-derived peptides 
in cell-based assays -  Apaf-1-dependent 
apoptosome formation is required to induce 
apoptosis in response to the DNA damaging 
agent cisplatin (CDDP) (15).  We therefore 
studied the response of human cervix 
adenocarcinoma (HeLa) cells to CDDP in the 
presence of not only the CARD-derived 
apoptosome peptide inhibitors that were 
active in the two in vitro assays shown in 
Table 2, but also the most active peptide 
derived from the phage display approach 
(Table 3).  In general terms, synthetic 
peptides have low cell permeability and 
different strategies have been developed for 
the cytosolic delivery of peptides.  Here we 
have used the lipid lipofectamine as a vehicle 
for peptide delivery.  After 24 h of treatment, 
caspase-3 activity was monitored by 
evaluating the enzymatic activity of the cell 
extract on the caspase-3 fluorogenic substrate 
Ac-DEVD-afc.  The peptides, in particular 
C1.L8E17, As1.D116R125, As4.N155T166 
and cyclo-CSWFEASYC, relevantly induced 
inhibition of CDDP apoptosome-mediated 
caspase-3 activity (Fig. 6). 
 
CARD-derived peptides as modulators of 
procaspase-1-activating inflammasome 
complexes -  In order to initially explore the 
influence of the CARD related-peptides on 

the inflammasome-mediated PC1 activation 
we used a mammalian cellular extract-based 
assay (32).  Cytosolic extracts from the 
human acute monocytic leukemia cell line 
(THP-1) were prepared and inflammasome-
dependent PC1-activating activity was 
induced by incubation at 37ºC in the presence 
of the different CARD domains and CARD-
derived peptides.  NLRP-1 CARD, and 
peptides A2.Y24G33, N3.Y49A60 
Np1.L1379R1392 and As2.N128L136, 
inhibited more than 25% of inflammasome-
mediated PC1 activation (Fig. 7). 
 
DISCUSSION 

In this report, we initiated the in vitro 
evaluation of the role of polypeptides derived 
from CARD domain-containing proteins in 
the modulation of CARD-CARD mediated 
protein-protein interactions.  From the 
different CARD-domain proteins, for the 
present study we selected Apaf-1 and PC9, 
with a well characterized signaling role in the 
mitochondrial-mediated pathway (intrinsic) 
of apoptosis (7,49,50) and NLRP-1 (NLR 
family, pyrin domain containing 1 – also 
named NALP-1) and NOD-1 (nucleotide-
binding oligomerization domain containing 1) 
as representative members of the 
inflammasome constituent NLR family of 
proteins (51).  Protein ASC (apoptosis-
associated speck-like protein containing a 
CARD) described as an adapter protein to 
assembly different inflammasome complexes 
(52) was also included in this study.  NLRP-1 
and NOD-1 respectively contain a N-terminus 
and a C-terminus CARD domain (53).  ASC 
contains two structurally independent pyrin 
and CARD domains (54).  The NLR family 
of proteins is central for the regulation of 
immunity (51) and different studies have 
proposed cross signaling interactions among 
immunity, inflammation and apoptosis 
(4,51,55).  The three recombinant CARD 
domains selected for the study (Apaf-1 
CARD, PC9 CARD and NLRP-1 – the 
recombinant CARD domains from NOD-1 
and ASC turned out to be insoluble under the 
experimental conditions required for our 
experimental settings) inhibited the Apaf-1-
dependent activation of PC9 at low 
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micromolar concentrations (Table 1), but 
only Apaf-1 CARD was able to in vitro 
activate PC9 in the absence of the Apaf-1 
protein (Fig. 2).  In contrast, only NLRP-1 
CARD showed inhibitory activity on 
inflammasome-mediated PC1 activation (Fig. 
7).  These results suggest that mutual 
recognition CARD-mediated inhibitory 
events can occur among the different CARD 
domain-containing proteins.  However, the 
CARD-CARD interaction should induce 
additional conformational events among the 
protein partners to trigger their specific gain 
of function signaling purpose.  The 
apoptosome is an efficient and selective 
multiprotein complex for the recruitment and 
processing of PC9.  It has been proposed that 
the intracellular concentration of PC9 is a key 
determinant in activity regulation given the 
apoptosome’s greater affinity to bind, through 
CARD-CARD-dependent interactions, to 
PC9 than to processed-caspase-9 (56).  
Furthermore, Stephanou et al. (57) have 
reported an antiapoptotic activity of the PC9 
CARD when released from caspase-3-
processed PC9.  Such activity was initially 
thought to be based on a putative CARD-
CARD mediated interaction with the adaptor 
protein RICK and activation of NF-kB.  Here 
we show that the antiapoptotic activity of 
PC9 CARD may also have a direct-effect 
component because of its inhibitory activity 
on the apoptosome.  When the intrinsic 
apoptosis pathway reaches a threshold of 
apoptosome- and caspase-9-dependent active 
caspase-3, this enzyme cleaves PC9 releasing 
the CARD domain which would participate in 
the signaling process to slow down 
apoptosome activity when it is required.  An 
early study has reported that NLRP-1 
influenced the activity of the apoptosome 
when analyzed in cell extracts-based 
experiments (58).  It was found that full 
length NLRP-1 enhanced the activity of the 
apoptosome while the CARD domain of 
NLRP-1 had the opposite effect.  Here we 
demonstrate the inhibitory effect of NLRP-1 
CARD on an in vitro reconstituted 
apoptosome with an IC50 value close to those 
of Apaf-1 CARD and PC9 CARD.  In 
contrast, we found that only Apaf-1 CARD, 

but not NLRP-1 CARD and PC9 CARD, 
were able to in vitro activate PC9 (Fig. 2).  
These results suggest a putative CARD-
mediated or CARD-related regulation at the 
crosstalk point between cell death and 
inflammation.  In defined cell types, it is 
possible that early episodes of cell death 
could be turned down to favor an 
inflammatory response.  This could be 
initiated by an overexpression of 
inflammasome constituent proteins with a 
twofold aim: conformation of the 
inflammasome platform to activate the 
maturation of proinflammatory cytokines 
(53); CARD-dependent inhibition of the 
apoptosome, then inhibition of cell death. 

Defined synthetic peptides derived from 
the CARD domains were active by inhibiting 
the PC9 Apaf-1 interaction.  The 
apoptosome-related peptides A2.Y24G33, 
A3.F34V43 (from Apaf-1 CARD), C1.L8E17 
and C4.R52I60 (from PC9 CARD) together 
with peptides derived from the respective 
basic patch of their CARD domains 
N4.Q64V75 (from NOD-1 CARD), 
Np1.L1379R1392 (from NLRP-1 CARD), 
As1.D116R125 and As4.N155T166 (from 
ASC CARD) displayed inhibitory activity.  In 
contrast those peptides derived from the 
acidic patch of the inflammasome-related 
proteins CARD domains and peptide 
Np4.R1422W1436 from the basic domain of 
NLRP-1 CARD did not inhibit the 
apoptosome activity (Table 2).  Active 
peptides inhibited apoptosome activity in not 
only an in vitro apoptosome assay based on 
recombinant proteins, but also in cell extract-
based apoptosome assays (see Table 2 and 
Fig. 4).  Furthermore a subset of peptides 
exhibited biological activity in the cell-based 
assays as inhibitors of the CDDP-induced 
apoptosis (Fig. 6).  The full set of peptides 
was also evaluated in a cellular-extract based 
inflammasome-mediated PC1 activation 
assay, where peptides A2.Y24G33, 
N3.Y49A60, Np1.L1379R1392 and 
As2.N128L136 showed inhibitory activity 
(Fig. 7).  Although it would not be void of 
some uncertainties due to the inherent 
complexities associated with this first-pass 
study on CARD-derived synthetic peptides, 
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an attempt to perform an activity-based 
classification of the set of peptides analyzed 
would highlight that only peptide 
A2.Y24G33 (from Apaf-1 CARD) inhibits 
the apoptosome-mediated PC9 activation in 
all three apoptosome-related assays (in vitro, 
cell extract-based and cell-based – Table 2 
and Fig 6) as well as the inflammasome-
mediated activation of PC1 (Fig. 7).  
Likewise peptide Np1.L1379R1392 (from 
NLRP-1 CARD) was seen to be similarly 
active by inhibiting both apoptosome activity 
in vitro and in the cell extract-based assays 
(Table 2) and inflammasome activity (Fig. 7).  
At present, we cannot rule out the possibility 
that lack of inhibitory activity in the 
apoptosome cell-based assay can be asserted 
to the low cell permeability of this particular 
peptide.  Peptides N3.Y49A60 (from NOD-1 
CARD) and As2.N128L136 (from ASC 
CARD) inhibited the inflammasome but were 
inactive as apoptosome inhibitors.  Besides 
their own activity, these peptides could be 
valuable tools to drive the design of more 
pharmacological relevant inhibitors, as 
peptidomimetics or small molecules, of 
CARD-CARD-dependent multiprotein 
signaling complexes.   

We also approached the identification of 
CARD-modulating peptides by exploring the 
phage-display approach.  After three selection 
rounds, RELIC-aided analysis of peptide 
sequences and a further phage-ELISA-based 
selection we obtained only one peptide with a 
moderate ability to inhibit the apoptosome 
activity in the three apoptosome-related 
assays (in vitro, cell extract-based and cell-
based - cyclo-CSWFEASYC - Table 3 and 
Fig.6).  In a future study, we will analyze the 
interaction site of these peptides with the 
Apaf-1 CARD which should expose a 
binding site of low relevance for the CARD-
CARD interaction.   

The peptides described herein, together 
with those described by Marasco et al. (59) 

derived from the CARD domain of BCL10, 
are pioneering tools to interrogate not only 
the initial systems that inspired the design 
(the apoptosome and BCL10 interacting 
proteins, respectively), but also the complex 
and still poorly understood role of the CARD 
domain as signaling device.  CARD-
containing proteins exert relevant functions as 
scaffolds to build up key multiprotein 
complexes that amplify signaling in 
apoptosis, inflammation and immunity 
(53,60).  While other protein domain-
dependent signaling pathways have been 
studied more and have helped draw pictures 
with cross-connections in the intricate cell 
signaling process (61), CARD-dependent 
signaling complexes’ contribution to the 
important decisions that cells, and probably 
tissues, have to make to prioritize apoptosis 
or inflammation is still in its initial stages and 
poses important open questions.  The 
development of research tools as synthetic 
peptides derived from CARD-domains and 
the set up of reliable in vitro assays will 
probably facilitate future research in this 
field. 
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Table 1.  CARD domains inhibit Apaf-1-dependent PC9 activation. 

CARD IC50 (μM)1 IC50 (μM)2 

Apaf-1 1.7 + 0.2 5.6+ 0.4 

PC9 0.8+ 0.1 0.8+ 0.1 

NLRP-1 0.9+ 0.1 1.6+ 0.1 

NOD-1 nd nd 

ASC nd nd 

1Apaf-1 1-591-mediated PC9 activation in an in vitro reconstituted apoptosome. 
2Apaf-1XL cell extract-based assay  
IC50 values are defined as the recombinant CARD domain concentration required for inhibiting 50% of PC9 
activation. 
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Table 2. CD characterization and biological activity of CARD-derived peptides.  
 

Peptide Patch Sequence 
% α-helix* 

IC50 
(μM)1 

IC50 
(μM)2 

0% 
TFE

50% 
TFE

A2. Y24G33 Acidic YIMDHMISDG 0 28 92+12 63+1 

A3. F34V43 Acidic YGG - FLTISEEEKV 7 28 102+7 105+10 

C1. L8E17 Basic YGG – LRRCRLRLVE 15 28 68+7 113+10 

C4. R52I60 Basic YGG – RDQARQLII 25 28 81+9 ni 

N2. T37D48 Acidic YGG - TQCLVDNLLKND 8 32 ni ni 

N3.Y49A60 Acidic YFSAEDAEIVCA 27 47 ni ni 

N4.Q64V75 Basic YGG - QPDKRVRKILDLV 7 85 4+1 75+10  

Np1. L1379R1392 Basic LHFVDQYREQLIAR 8 87 21+3 62+8 

Np2. V1398Q1406 Acidic YGG - VVLDKLHGQ 7 39 ni ni 

Np4. R1422W1436 Basic RPSQMRKLFSLSQSW 29 31 ni ni 

As1. D116R125 Basic YGG-DQHRAALIAR 31 86 83+10 136+10  

As2. N128L136 Acidic NVEWLLDAL 28 100 ni ni 

As3. D143A151 Acidic DEQYQAVRA 39 74 ni ni 

As4. N155T166 Basic NPSKMRKLFSFT 29 100 27+7 69+5  

 
*Percentages of α-helical secondary structure obtained from the CD data interpreted with the K2D program 
of the Dichroweb (http://www.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/cdweb). 
Activity was analyzed in the in vitro reconstituted apoptosome1 and in a cell extract-based2 assay  
ni:  No inhibition found at the peptide concentration range analyzed 
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Table 3.  Biological activity of synthetic peptides derived from Apaf-1 CARD domain phage 

display. 

Peptide Sequence IC50 
(μM)1 

IC50 
(μM)2 

Phg1 WPTPPYA ni ni 

Phg2 ASLRTLTSLLPA 92+10 ni 

Phg3  NFMESLPRLGMH ni ni 

Phg43 cyclo - CSWFEASYC 65+7 90+10 

Phg53 cyclo - CLPTLHLLC ni ni 

Phg6 AHLELRSNNMYF ni ni 

Activity was analyzed in the in vitro reconstituted apoptosome1 and in a cell extract-based2 assay.  Peptides 
Phg4 and Phg5, which contain two Cys residues in the N- and the C-terminal where cycled (see the 
Experimental Procedures  section)3.  
ni:  No inhibition found at the peptide concentration range analyzed 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

Figure 1. Recombinant CARD domains adopt alpha helical conformation.  Circular dichroism 

spectra for the Apaf-1CARD (◊ ), PC9 CARD (- ) and NLRP-1 CARD (○) domains.  CD spectra 

were recorded at 4 µM in 50 mM phosphate pH 7.0 and the average of 20 scans is represented.  The 

percentages of α-helical structure (insert) were evaluated by the K2D software available in 

Dichroweb (www.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/cdweb).  

 

Figure 2. CARD-mediated activation of procaspase-9.  Apaf-1 CARD, PC9 CARD and NLRP-1 

CARD were incubated at 1 μM, 2 μM and 5 μM with recombinant non active PC-9 in S buffer.  

Caspase-9 activity was measured in the presence of the fluorogenic Ac-LEHD-afc substrate.  

Caspase-9 activity is represented as increase in fluorescence arbitrary units by sec (AU/s).  Control 

(C) refers to the basal activity of PC-9.  Data correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent 

experiments. 

 

Figure 3.  Multiple protein alignment of CARD domains.  A, Structural overlapping of CARD 

domains.  The coordinates were obtained from the PDB (accession number 3YGS for Apaf-1 and 

PC9 CARDs, in black and yellow respectively, 2NZ7 for NOD1 CARD in green, 3KAT for NLRP-

1 CARD in blue and 2KN6 for ASC CARD in grey).  Structural modeling was performed with 

MISTRAL (Multiple Protein Structure Alignment Server) and PyMol (Delano Scientific) was used 

to obtain the graphical representation.  B, Multiple Sequence alignment (ClustalW2).  Underlined 

fragments represent the sequences considered for the synthetic peptides. Conserved amino acids are 

indicated in red. 

 

Figure 4.  Synergistic inhibitory effect of Apaf-1-CARD derived peptides in cellular extracts.  

A, Peptides A2.Y24G33 and A3.F34V43 were incubated at different ratios in the micro molar range 
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in the reconstituted apoptosome assay in cell-free extracts.  Caspase-3 activity was determined in 

the presence of the fluorogenic Ac-DEVD-afc substrate.  B, similar procedures were used for the 

PC9 CARD-derived peptides C1.L8E17 and C4.R52I60.  Data represent the inhibition percentages 

taking as a control a sample incubated in the absence of peptide.  Data correspond to the mean ± SD 

of three independent experiments. 

 

Figure 5.  Apaf-1, PC9 and ASC CARD-derived peptides do not inhibit caspase-9 enzymatic 

activity.  Caspase-9 pre-activated in SC buffer was incubated with CARD-derived peptides (70 

μM).  Caspase-9 activity was determined in the presence of the Ac-LEHD-afc substrate.  Data 

represent the inhibition percentages referred to a control sample incubated in the absence of 

peptides.  Data correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. 

 

Figure 6.  Inhibition of cisplatin-dependent apoptosis in HeLa cells by CARD-derived 

peptides.  HeLa Cells were treated with a Lipofectamine-peptide (100 μM) mixture for 4 h 

followed by administration of 20 μM CDDP.  Cells were harvested after 24 h and cytosolic extracts 

were supplemented with caspase assay buffer containing 20 μM Ac-DEVD-afc substrate for 

caspase-3 activity evaluation.  Data correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent experiments 

and represent the inhibition percentages obtained referred to a control sample incubated in the 

absence of peptides. 

 

Figure 7. CARD domains and CARD-derived peptides inhibition over procaspase-1-activating 

inflammasome complexes.  CARD domains (5 μM) and CARD-derived peptides (100 μM) were 

incubated with THP-1 cell extracts.  Caspase-1 activity was determined in the presence of the Ac-

WEDH-afc substrate.  Data represent the inhibition percentages referred to a control sample 

incubated in the absence of peptides.  Data correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent 

experiments.
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 
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